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Exploring New Spaces
A quick guide to evaluating potential new 

programmatic areas
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❖ WHY consider new programmatic areas

❖ HOW to explore new programmatic areas

❖ Q&A and sharing experiences

Agenda



In a 2020 CoF and PhilCA survey, 82% of foundations said 

they are considering new grantees or programming areas

Dalberg, “Shifting Practices, Sharing Power?,” 2020. 4

“What systemic and structural 

changes do we need to make so we 

can be more flexible and nimble to 

serve our communities in time of 

crisis and change?”

- Community 

foundation leader

“How [can we] ensure our work 

remains responsive and proactively 

engaged with emerging issues?”

- Independent 

foundation leader

“How do we need to adjust our 

strategy to help repair the economic 

damage of COVID?”

- Corporate 

foundation leader

82% of respondents 

report they are actively 

considering new 

grantees or 

programming focus 

areas

82

%
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Why is your organization considering entering 

new programmatic areas?

What has been most challenging about the 

process?



Expanding into new program areas helps foundations remain 

impactful in a changing world, but can be challenging
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Opportunities Challenges

• Offer donors new 

opportunities for engagement 

and impact

• Respond to new or urgent 

needs in our communities, e.g. 

COVID response, economic 

downturns 

• Complement or cement impact 

in related existing programming 

areas, e.g. college access and 

socio-emotional support, poverty 

and housing, etc.  

• Complexity: Societal problems 

have complicated causes and 

effects with local nuances

• Humility: Need to recognize 

limits of our knowledge and 

work with informants and 

partners

• Patience: Need to balance the 

need for commitment and 

understandable desire for quick, 

tangible impact with active 

learning and flexibility

A thoughtful and structured approach to exploring new spaces 

helps ensure successful engagement 



Exploring new programmatic areas should blend input 

from internal perspectives and an understanding of the 

external opportunity set
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External

Internal

What are we good 
at? Strategic Positioning

What are we 
passionate about?

What are the 
greatest needs in 

this space?

How can we complement
what others are doing?



A five-step process can help foundations thoughtfully 

approach expansion into new programmatic areas
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Step 5

Decide 

Step 4

Understand 

capabilities 

Step 3

Understand 

the landscape

Step 2

Define 

the problem

Step 1

Identify

the ‘why’

Why are we 

considering a 

new program 

area?

What 

problem are 

we trying to 

solve?

Who is 

working on 

the problem?

What are our 

internal 

capabilities 

(and 

constraints)?

Do we fit in 

the 

landscape? 

How can we 

best 

contribute?



Step 1: Identify the ‘why’ | Clarify our aspirations and 

why we might want to expand into a new space

• Clarify your motivations and aspirations

The first step is to ensure clarity internally on why we might want to expand, and 

what we hope to achieve. This can be done by holding discussions with relevant 

individuals – donors, board members, senior executives, etc. 

• Explore how it will help you achieve our mission

How does this aspiration relate to the foundation’s overall mission and objectives? 

What is our Theory of Change as to why this new programmatic area will accelerate 

or amplify progress towards our stated mission?

• Identify links to our current portfolio

How might the new program area complement or support existing programs, and 

vice versa? Is there a risk that new programs might spread resources too thinly, or 

otherwise detract from progress against other important goals?
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Context: An anonymous family foundation was 

considering going into the positive youth 

development (PYD) space in the US

Step 1: Identify the ‘why’ | Example
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Clarify our motivations and aspirations

The foundation wanted to enter the space to “help 

youth thrive” but did not know what it means to 

“thrive” or  how to tell if a young person is thriving. 

The original aspiration was to “materially improve the 

life trajectory of 3 million youth… and know them by 

name.”

Identify how it will help achieve our mission

“To make a meaningful difference in the lives of the 

poor by multiplying the impact of high-performing 

leaders and organizations”

Identify links to our current portfolio

Small, stand-alone training program for youth delivered 

in partnership with Girl Scouts, Boys Club, 4H

1

2

3



Step 2: Define the problem | Ensure that you understand 

the problem and the people whom you want to serve
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• Understand the scale and scope of the problem

What, specifically, is the target problem/opportunity and why is it pressing? Who is 

most affected by the problem and where are they located? 

• Understand the people we aim to serve

Who is the population we aim to serve? What are their key? What are the primary 

barriers and enablers to those needs being met? What are their strengths that can be 

harnessed?  How does the problem/opportunity affect people differently by gender, 

ethnic background, income, location, etc.?

Understand the root and proximate causes

What are the root and proximate causes at play? What systemic failures are causing 

or exacerbating the problem (e.g., norms, policy, infrastructure, technology, etc.)?

• Understand the trends

What are the emerging issues or future trends that could influence this program area 

(e.g., demographic changes, technology, climate change, policy, etc.)? How might this 

influence the problem and client/beneficiary needs and assets in the future?

1

2

3
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Step 2: Define the problem | This step can be done 

through desk research and stakeholder interviews 
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After completing initial desk research, further desk research and interviews 

should be done in parallel so that they inform each other. 

Ensure research is time-bound to enable progression to the next steps 

Desk research Stakeholder interviews

Illustrative sources:

• Articles and reports produced by 

organizations working in the field

• Government databases and statistics 

(incl. race- and gender-disaggregated)

• Sector-specific news sites 

• Popular press 

• Scientific, academic, or economic 

journals 

• Third-party analyst reports (e.g., from 

think tanks or consultancies) 

Illustrative interviewees:

• Community members and end clients 

that we hope to serve

• Current grantees in proximate spaces

• Non-grantee organizations within the 

target programmatic area 

• Sector/industry experts 

• Academic researchers 

Ensure equity is a consideration when 

conducting interviews (e.g., compensate 

interviewees for their time, source 

interviewees from diverse communities)



Step 2: Define the problem | Stakeholder interviews with 

end clients should take a participatory approach
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Health
How might we help her 

take care of physical 

and mental health?

Education
How might we create 

pathways for her (and 

her children) to 

access education 

opportunities? 

Nutrition
How might we 

improve nutrition 

for her and her 

family?

Labor rights
How might we help 

her with accessing 

decent work and fair 

wages?

Understanding their needs holistically 

Meeting people where they are 1.

2.

People’s experiences, perspectives, and 

behaviors are shaped by their social, 

economic, and cultural context. 

Understanding people in a nuanced 

manner leads to better and more 

impactful design, regardless of what 

we’re creating together.

We encourage leaving your desk and 

immersing yourself in the lived 

experiences and context of those 

you seek to understand and engage 

in the design process.

Human-Centered 

Design Principles



Step 2: Define the problem | Example  (1/3)
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Step 2: Define the problem | Example  (2/3)
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Step 2: Define the problem | Example  (3/3)
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Step 3: Understand the landscape | Map out the 

thinkers, doers, and funders in the new program area
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THINKERS

DOERS

FUNDERS

Who are the leading researchers, academics, and thought leaders in 

the space? Where do they focus their work and where are the gaps?

Within the topic, who are the:

Who are the service providers (and advocates) in the space? Where do 

they focus their work and where are the gaps?

Who are the other funders in the space? Where do they focus their 

work and where are the gaps?



Step 3: Understand the landscape | We can map the 

landscape using desk research and interviews
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Guidance for landscape research

• Create an Excel spreadsheet to track 

the  thinkers, doers, and funders that 

you identify in the landscape

• Begin the process with rapid desk 

research and internal conversations 

to identify some organizations in the 

landscape

• Thinkers can be found by 

searching for reports and articles

• Funders can be found by looking 

at Doers’ 990s and Candid

• Doers can be found by looking at 

funders’ portfolios

• Reach out to a few individuals to hear 

their view and ask for whom else to 

speak with at the end of the interview



Step 3: Understand the landscape | Combine findings 

from steps 2 and 3 to understand potential opportunities
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Identify opportunities based on:

Gaps: What needs are unaddressed, underfunded, or overlooked? 

Momentum: Where is there promising momentum to build on and/or 

promising interventions to fund?

Step 2

1

2

3

4

Scale and scope of the problem

Population we aim to serve

Root and proximate causes

Trends

THINKERS DOERS

FUNDERS

X

Step 3



The foundation mapped the landscape of funders, implementers, advocates, and 

researchers

Step 3: Understand the landscape | Example  (1/3)
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Step 3: Understand the landscape | Example  (2/3)
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Step 3: Understand the landscape | Example  (3/3)
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Step 4: Understand capabilities | Understand our 

foundation’s capabilities and constraints, as well as our risk 

tolerance
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Capabilities

What could we bring to bear on 

the problem across:

➢ Expertise

➢ Resources

➢ Strong Networks

➢ Flexibility (e.g. timing, types 

of grants or PRIs)

Constraints Risks

What is the foundation’s 

approach to and tolerance for:

➢ Strategic risks 

➢ Operational risks

➢ Financial risks

➢ Reputational risks

Where are we less well-

positioned to act based on:

➢ Lack of Expertise

➢ Limited Resources

➢ Weak or No Networks

➢ Restrictions (e.g. timing, 

types of grants or PRIs)



Step 4: Understand capabilities | Example
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Context: An anonymous family foundation was 

considering going into the positive youth 

development (PYD) space in the US
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Capabilities

- $200 million in assets, with spend-down option

- Strong networks in Silicon Valley tech industry

- Relationships with leading academics in PYD

Constraints

- Limited networks / knowledge of direct service 

providers

- Donors focused strongly on “building (tech) tools”

- Small staff of ~5, not at PYD experts

Risk Tolerance

- Limited risk tolerance, given frustration with lack of 

tangible impact from earlier training programs
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WHAT new programmatic area(s) is your 

organization exploring (or explored recently)?

HOW has your organization conducted the 

exploration?



Step 5: Decide | Combine the findings from steps 3 and 4 

to identify whether and how to enter the new space
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Opportunities based on:

➢ Gaps

➢ Momentum

X

Identify where your foundation will be most additional based on:

Gaps: Which gaps is your foundation best placed to address?

Momentum: Which areas of momentum is your foundation best placed 

to accelerate? How can we be truly additive (and not duplicative)?

➢ Capabilities

➢ Constraints

➢ Risks

Step 3 Step 4
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Step 5: Decide | The path forward should be rooted in a 

clear objective for the near term

1

2

3

Do not enter

4

Enter to learn

Enter to catalyze

Enter to make your mark

• Lack of alignment with overall mission or no clear path to 

impact

• Foundation does not bring additive capabilities or assets

• Complex problem/opportunity with many established players

• “New” problem/opportunity with competing, untested 

solutions

• Significant external resources available to address 

problem/opportunity

• Foundation clearly well positioned to influence external resources

• Very well understood problem/opportunity with clear path to impact

• Foundation can bring substantial resources to bear with a clear ToC

Investment of 

time and 

money

Low

High
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Step 5: Decide | Five key principles can guide our 

decision on whether/how to enter a new space

1. Maintain “beginner’s mind”: Be mindful of ingoing assumptions 

and biases and prioritize opportunities for learning 

2. Be humble and objective regarding our Foundation’s capabilities 

and constraints – assess them critically and learn from past 

failures as well as successes

3. Apply a ‘systems thinking’ lens and explore partnerships with 

existing players (funders, thinkers, and doers) to collaboratively 

address complex/inter-related root causes 

4. Be inclusive and transparent: Share your findings and initial 

decisions with stakeholders (while managing expectations 

regarding funding, etc.) and ask for input

5. Consider an adaptive strategy: Build in steps and metrics to 

assess progress, gather feedback, scan the horizon, and adjust 

course



Q&A and contact information
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Joe Dougherty

joe.dougherty@dalberg.com

Laura Herman

laura.herman@dalberg.com

Thank you!

mailto:joe.dougherty@dalberg.com
mailto:laura.herman@dalberg.com

